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The Complete Guide to Software TestingJohn Wiley & Sons, 1993

	The Complete Guide to Software Testing Bill Hetzel Gain a new perspective to software testing as a life cycle activity, not merely as something that happens at the end of coding. This edition is completely revised and contains new chapters on testing methodologies including ANSI standard-based testing—a survey of testing practices. Dr....
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Software Measurement and Estimation: A Practical ApproachJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006
An effective, quantitative approach for estimating and managing software projects 
How many people do I need? When will the quality be good enough for commercial sale? Can this really be done in two weeks? Rather than relying on instinct, the authors of Software Measurement and Estimation offer a new, tested approach that includes the...
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Linux Cluster Architecture (Kaleidoscope)Sams Publishing, 2002
Cluster computers provide a low-cost alternative to multiprocessor systems for many applications. Building a cluster computer is within the reach of any computer user with solid C programming skills and a knowledge of operating systems, hardware, and networking. This book leads you through the design and assembly of such a system, and shows you how...
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Optical Sources, Detectors, and SystemsAcademic Press, 1995
Optical Sources, Detectors, and Systems presents a unified approach, from the applied engineering point of view, to radiometry, optical devices, sources, and receivers. One of the most important and unique features of the book is that it combines modern optics, electric circuits, and system analysis into a unified, comprehensive...
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Chemical Analysis of Antibiotic Residues in FoodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2011

	An insightful exploration of the key aspects concerning the chemical analysis of antibiotic residues in food


	The presence of excess residues from frequent antibiotic use in animals is not only illegal, but can pose serious health risks by contaminating products for human consumption such as meat and milk. Chemical...
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Web Content Caching and DistributionSpringer, 2004
Web caching and content delivery technologies provide the infrastructure on which systems are built for the scalable distribution of information. This proceedings of the eighth annual workshop, captures a cross-section of the latest issues and techniques of interest to network architects and researchers in large-scale content delivery. Topics...
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Business Process Management Workshops: BPM 2007 International Workshops, BPI, BPD, CBP, ProHealth, RefModSpringer, 2008
These proceedings contain the final versions of papers accepted for the workshops that were held in conjunction with the Fifth International Conference on Business Process Management (BPM 2007) that took place in Brisbane, Australia. Twenty workshop proposals were submitted for this conference of which seven were selected. Ultimately this resulted...
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Information Optics and Photonics: Algorithms, Systems, and ApplicationsSpringer, 2010

	This book will address the advances, applications, research results, and emerging areas of optics, photonics, computational approaches, nano-photonics, bio-photonics, with applications in information systems. The objectives are to bring together novel approaches, analysis, models, and technologies that enhance sensing, measurement,...
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Guided Waves in Structures for SHM: The Time - domain Spectral Element MethodJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Understanding and analysing the complex phenomena related to elastic wave propagation has been the subject of intense research for many years and has enabled application in numerous fields of technology, including structural health monitoring (SHM). In the course of the rapid advancement of diagnostic methods utilising elastic wave...
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Coaxial Electrical Circuits for Interference-Free Measurements (Iet Electrical Measurement)Institution of Engineering and Technology, 2011

	The book describes measurements and application of sensitive electrical circuits, with examples of the ultimate in noisematching and interference elimination, in precise and accurate voltage, current and power measurements demonstrating the elegance, flexibility and utility of coaxial AC bridges. It also serves to update an earlier...
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Shock Waves: Measuring The Dynamic Response Of MaterialsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2005
It is a great book to learn about materials behavior in shock waves and instrumentation used to obtain the data. -- IEEE Electrical Insulation Magazine    

       This book presents, in a concise and comprehensive manner, the essential techniques by which shock wave physicists probe the boundaries of material response to...
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Time: From Earth Rotation to Atomic PhysicsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	Everyday use of time in one form or another is a common experience for everyone throughout their lives. The availability of a means to measure the passage of time with the required accuracy is taken for granted. However, the concepts on which those time scales are based and the requirements for accuracy in many applications can be both...
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